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Abstract
A binary operation  is introduced on the set of graphs and is transferred to graphical se-
quences. The decomposition theorem stating that any graph and any graphical sequence can be
uniquely decomposed into indecomposable components with respect to the operation  is proved.
An exhaustive description of the structure of unigraphs based on this theorem is given. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
All graphs considered are nite, undirected, without loops and multiple edges. This
paper can be divided into two parts. The rst one deals with a proof of the decompo-
sition theorem for graphical sequences announced by the author in [15]. The proof has
never been published. Roughly speaking, a binary operation  is introduced on the set
of graphs and is transferred to graphical sequences. The theorem mentioned states that
every graphical sequence and every graph can be uniquely decomposed into indecom-
posable components with respect to the operation . An indecomposability criterium is
given. On this base one can obtain the lists of indecomposable components for a graph
and a graphical sequence in linear time.
For graphs the operation  was dened in [17], although the relevant construction had
been used in [11]. The operation is based on the concept of a split graph introduced by
Foldes and Hammer [4]. Later we introduced a far-reaching generalization of splitness
and a more general decomposition theorem for graphs was obtained on this base [22].
But that theorem cannot be transferred to graphical sequences. The theorem and its
applications are exposed by Mahadev and Peled in [14].
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Our experience shows that the decomposition theorem is a convenient tool for study-
ing graph classes closed under the operation . Using this theorem we characterized and
enumerated matrogenic [16], box-threshold [21], and dominant-threshold [22] graphs.
The second part of the article is devoted to the description of the structure of uni-
graphs based on the decomposition theorem. This is the most convincing one among
the examples of the application of this theorem known to the author.
Properties of unigraphical sequences were studied by Kleitman et al. [9,12]. An
algorithm for recognizing unigraphicity in linear time has been obtained in [9] with
the use of arguments from [10{12].
The description of the structure of unigraphs is a geometric aspect of the problem.
The research was started by Johnson [7]. A complete description of the structure of
unigraphs is given in the series of papers of the author and Chernyak [17{20]. The
estimates
(2:3)n−26un6(2:6)n
for a number un of unlabeled unigraphs of order n have been obtained in [20] on this
base. A compact text occupies 35 journal pages. Then the authors have not known
the decomposition theorem which plays a decisive role in the description of unigraphs.
Besides, the articles were published in Russian in a little-known edition. We suppose
that they are not known to many experts. The papers [1,2,8,13], for example, indirectly
indicate it.
In this article the results from [17{20] are revised. The accents are placed in another
way and the decomposition theorem is used as far as possible. The latter enabled us
to change the proofs making them conceptually transparent and free of tedious sorting.
Roughly speaking, by means of the decomposition theorem the set of unigraphs is
turned to something close to a free semigroup. The alphabet of the ‘semigroup’ is
completely described.
The estimates above show that the unigraphs are not too scarce. This class of graphs
is rather interesting in some aspects. For instance, as the degree sequence of a graph
is known to be reconstructible, the Reconstructability Conjecture of Kelly and Ulam
hold in this class. Corollary 11 shows that the strong Berge conjecture is true in the
class of unigraphs.
In Section 2 relevant denitions and notation are given. In Section 3 an important
notion of a split graph is considered. In Section 4 the decomposition theorem is given.
In Section 5 the main theorem on the structure of unigraphs is stated. Sections 6{8
are devoted to its proof.
2. Notation, terminology and several known facts
The vertex set and the edge set of a graph G are denoted by VG and EG, respectively.
The number jVGj is the order of a graph G. A graph of order 1 is called trivial. The
symbol a  b (a  b) means that vertices a and b are adjacent (nonadjacent); for
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AVG and BVG the symbol A  B (A  B) means that a  b (a  b) provided
a 2 A, b 2 B; for c 2 VG we write c  A (c  A) if fcg  A (fcg  A); G is the
complement of a graph G.
G(X ) is the subgraph induced by a vertex set X ; if G(X ) is a complete (an empty)
graph, then X is a clique (an independent set); K(X ) (O(X )) is the complete (the
empty) graph with the vertex set X .
The graph G + ab is obtained from G by adding a new edge ab, a 2 VG, b 2 VG;
G − ab is obtained from G by deleting an edge ab (the vertices a and b remain).
NG(a) = N (a) is the neighbourhood of a vertex a in a graph G, i.e. the set of
vertices adjacent to a; deg a = jN (a)j is the degree of a vertex a. For X VG set
degX a = jX \ N (a)j. The set of all vertices of the same degree in a graph is called
a link of rank 0 (or simply a link). A graph is regular (biregular) if it has a unique
link (at most two links).
If G and H are graphs, then G[H means the disjoint union (VG\VH =;); mK2 is
the disjoint union of m copies of K2, Pn is the simple n-vertex path, Cn is the chordless
n-vertex cycle.
The degree sequence of a graph is the list of its vertex degrees. An integer sequence
is called graphical if there exists a graph (a realization of the sequence) such that the
sequence is its degree sequence.
In what follows a sequence of length n is called an n-sequence. The ith member of
a sequence d is denoted by di. An n-sequence d is called proper if
n− 1>d1>d2>   >dn>0:
Obviously, a graphical sequence can be assumed to be proper.
Fact 1 (Fulkevson et al. [5]). For any term di of a proper graphical n-sequence d
there is a realization of d in which some vertex of degree di is adjacent to di vertices
of the maximal possible degrees; i.e. of the following degrees
d1; d2; : : : ; ddi if di < i;
d1; : : : ; di−1; di+1; : : : ; ddi+1 if di>i:
Here i = 1; : : : ; n.
A graphical sequence is called unigraphical if all its realizations are isomorphic.
A unigraph is a realization of a unigraphical sequence.
Fact 2 (Johnson and Koren [7,11]). The graphs
Kn; On; mK2; mK2; C5
yield all regular unigraphs.
A bipartite graph G together with a xed ordered partition (a bipartition) VG =
A [ B is called 2-coloured. In what follows such a graph is denoted by G(A; B). The
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2-coloured graphs G(A; B) and H (C;D) are called isomorphic if there exists a graph
isomorphism f : G ! H which preserves colouring (f(A) = C, f(B) = D).
A pair (c; d) of integer sequences is called graphical if it has a realization, i.e. there
exists a 2-coloured graph G(A; B) having c and d as the lists of vertex degrees in the
parts A and B, respectively.
A graphical pair is unigraphical provided all its realizations are isomorphic.
A coloured unigraph is a realization of a unigraphical pair.
A graphical pair
(c; d); c = (c1; : : : ; cp); d= (d1; : : : ; dq) (1)
is called biregular if c1 =   = cp, d1 =   = dq.
Fact 3 (Koren [10]). A biregular graphical pair (1) is unigraphical if and only if
c1 2 f0; 1; q− 1; qg or d1 2 f0; 1; p− 1; pg:
The following well-known concept of transfer plays an important role in the theory
of degree sequences. Let a; b; c; d be four pairwise distinct vertices of a graph G. If
a  c, a  d, b  c, b  d, then G is said to admit the transfer t = abcd. The graph
tG, the image of G under t, is obtained from G after replacing the edge pair ac, bd
by the edge pair ad, bc: tG = G − ac − bd+ ad+ bc.
The following symmetry property of transfer is obvious: abcd=badc=cdab=dcba.
It is obvious as well that if a graph G admits a transfer abcd, then its complement
admits abdc.
It is known that every two realizations of a graphical sequence can be obtained from
each other by a sequence of transfers [5]. Hence the following assertion is true.
Fact 4 (Johnson [7]). A graph G is a unigraph if and only if tG = G for every
transfer t.
The threshold graphs are known to be the simplest class of unigraphs. Threshold
graphs have been introduced for dierent reasons. An exhaustive description of them
is given in [14]. There are several equivalent denitions of a threshold graph. The
following one is convenient for our purposes. A graph is called threshold if it can
be obtained from K1 by means of a sequence of additions of isolated or dominating
vertices [3].
Fact 5 (Mahadev and Peled [14]). For any pair of links A and B in a threshold graph
either A  B; or A  B holds.
Fact 6 (Mahadev and Peled [14]). A graph is threshold if and only if it admits no
transfers.
Facts 1{6 are essential for proving Theorem 4 which characterizes unigraphs.
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3. Split graphs
A graph G is called split [4] if there exists a partition
VG = A [ B (2)
of its vertex set into a clique A and an independent set B. We shall call these partition,
clique and independent set a bipartition, an upper and a lower part, respectively. One
of the parts can be empty, but not both.
A graphical sequence is called split if it has a split realization. A splitness criterium
for a graph is formulated in terms of vertex degrees. Therefore all realizations of a split
sequence are split. Two rather dierent variants of the criterium were simultaneously
and independently obtained by Hammer and Simeone [6] and Tyshkevich et al. [23].
A joined version is given below.
For a proper graphical n-sequence d put m(d)=maxfi: di>i−1g [6]. This parameter
plays an important role in what follows.
Theorem 1 (Hammer and Simeone [6] and Tyshkevich et al. [23]). (i) A proper








For p= 0 or n equality (3) has the form
nX
i=1
di = 0 or
nX
i=1
di = n(n− 1);
respectively.
(ii) If (3) holds; then an arbitrary realization of d is a split graph with a bipartition
for which (di: i=1; : : : ; p) and (di: i=p+1; : : : ; n) are the lists of vertex degrees in
the upper and the lower parts; respectively.
(iii) If d is split; then the maximal p satisfying (3) is equal to m(d).
Proof. (i) and (ii). Let G be an arbitrary realization of the sequence d and
VG = fvi: i = 1; : : : ; ng; deg vi = di:
For a xed p denote
A= fvi: i6pg; B= VGnA
and partition the sum of degrees of vertices in A into two parts  and  where  is
the contribution of all edges which are not incident to vertices from B, while  is the
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Equality (3) holds if and only if both inequalities above hold as equalities. The latter
is equivalent to stating that A is a clique and B is an independent set, i.e. G is a split
graph with the bipartition VG = A [ B. Thus, both (i) and (ii) are proved.
(iii) Let G be a split realization of d. Fix a bipartition (2) having the maximal
number p of vertices in the upper part A. Obviously, deg a>p− 1 and deg b6p for
a 2 A and b 2 B. Furthermore, the case deg b = p would contradict the choice of A.
Hence p= m(d).
It is convenient to consider split graphs together with xed bipartitions. For a split
graph G with bipartition (2), we shall call the triple (G; A; B) a splitting of G or a
splitted graph.
The theorem above implies that a proper split sequence d can be divided into two
parts dA and dB which are the lists of vertex degrees for the upper and the lower
parts of its realizations, respectively (one of the parts can be empty). The sequence d
written in the form
d= (dA;dB)
is called a splitting of d or a splitted sequence. A splitted graph having dA and dB
as the lists of vertex degrees for its upper and lower parts, respectively, is called a
realization of the splitted sequence d.
The following assertion is obvious.
Corollary 1. A proper split n-sequence d with dm(d)>m(d) − 1 has the unique
splitting
(d1; : : : ; dm(d);dm(d)+1; : : : ; dn): (4)
If dm(d) = m(d)− 1; the sequence d has exactly two splittings; namely; (4) and
(d1; : : : ; dm(d)−1;dm(d); : : : ; dn):
The concept of isomorphism of splitted graphs appears naturally. Let (G; A; B) and
(H;C;D) be two splitted graphs and f :G ! H be a graph isomorphism. If f preserves
the parts, i.e. f(A) = C (and f(B) =D), then f is called an isomorphism of splitted
graphs (G; A; B) and (H;C;D). In this case we write f : (G; A; B) ! (H;C;D) and
(G; A; B) = (H;C;D).
It may happen that (G; A; B) 6= (H;C;D), although G = H (for example, two splitted
graphs resulting from K4 − e).
Corollary 2. If (G; A; B) and (H;C;D) are splitted graphs and G = H; then
jjAj − jCjj61: (5)
Moreover; (G; A; B) = (H;C;D) provided that jAj= jCj.
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Proof. The previous corollary immediately implies (5). Let f : G ! H be a graph
isomorphism such that f(a)=d for a 2 A, d 2 D and jAj= jCj=p. Then f(b)=c 2 C
for some b 2 B. For A0 = Anfag, B0 = Bnfbg, C0 = Cnfcg, and D0 = Dnfdg one has
f(A0) = C0; f(B0) = D0:
Moreover, p− 16deg a= degd6p and similarly for c and b.
If deg a= p− 1, then
N (a) = A0; b  a; deg b= p− 1; N (b) = A0:
The transposition (a; b) is an automorphism of G. The composition f(a; b) = g is a
graph isomorphism G ! H and g(A) = C,
g(B) = D:
Similarly, for deg a=p we have N (d)=C, N (c)=C0[fdg, the transposition (c; d)
is an automorphism of H , sf(A) = C, and sf(B) = D.
Corollary 3. Every link of a split graph is either a clique or an independent set.
Proof. For a split graph G x a splitting (G; A; B) with the maximal number m of
vertices in the upper part. Let U and r be a link and the degree of vertices in U ,
respectively. Then r <m − 1 implies U B and r>m implies U A. Consider the
case r = m − 1. If jU \ Aj>2, then U A. If U \ A = fag, then one can relocate a
into the lower part.
Given a splitted sequence
d= (dA;dB); dA = (c1; : : : ; cp); dB = (d1; : : : ; dq); (6)
dene the pair of sequences
(’;  ); ’= (c1 − p+ 1; : : : ; cp − p+ 1);  = dB: (7)
This pair is graphical. The correspondence
(dA;dB) 7! (’;  )
denes a bijection  of the set of splitted sequences onto the set of graphical pairs. We
associate with a realization (G; A; B) of sequence (6) realization (G; A; B) = H (A; B)
of pair (7). Here the graph H =G− EG(A) is obtained from G by deleting the edges
in K(A).
A splitted sequence is called unigraphical if all its realizations are isomorphic as
splitted graphs. We shall call a realization of a splitted unigraphical sequence a splitted
unigraph.
We shall call a splitted sequence (6) biregular if
c1 =   = cp; d1 =   = dq:
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It is obvious that a splitted sequence (6) is unigraphical if and only if pair (7) is
unigraphical. Therefore Fact 3 immediately implies
Corollary 4. A biregular splitted sequence (6) is unigraphical if and only if
c1 2 fp− 1; p; p+ q− 2; p+ q− 1g or d1 2 f0; 1; p− 1; pg:
4. Decomposition theorem
In what follows graphs are considered up to isomorphism, but splitted ones are
considered up to isomorphism of splitted graphs. Denote by  and   the sets of splitted
graphs and of simple graphs, respectively. Dene the composition  :     !   as
follows:
if  2 ;  = (G; A; B); H 2   then   H = (G [ H) + fav: a 2 A; v 2 VHg:
(8)
(The edge set of the complete bipartite graph with parts A and VH is added to the
disjoint union G [ H (Fig. 1).) If, in addition, H is a split graph with a bipartition
VH = C [ D, then the composition   H = F is split as well with the bipartition
VF = (A [ C) [ (B [ D). In this case we suppose
(G; A; B)  (H;C;D) = (F; A [ C; B [ D): (9)
Formula (9) denes a binary algebraic operation on the set  of triples which is
called the multiplication of triples. It is clear that this operation is associative. In what
follows  is regarded as a semigroup with multiplication (9).
Formula (8) denes an action of the semigroup  on the set of graphs, i.e.
(  )  G =   (  G) for ;  2 ; G 2  :
An element  2  is called decomposable if there are ;  2  such that  =   .
Otherwise  is indecomposable. Analogously, a graph G is called decomposable if
G =   H ,  2 , H 2  . Otherwise G is indecomposable.
Denote by  and   the sets of indecomposable elements in the semigroup  and
of indecomposable graphs, respectively.
Theorem 2. (i) An n-vertex graph F with a proper degree sequence d is decomposable








(ii) Call a pair (p; q) satisfying conditions (10) good. One can associate with every
good pair (p; q) the decomposition
F = (G; A; B)  H (11)
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Fig. 1. A = fI; 2g, B = f8; 9; IOg,
where
(d1; : : : ; dp); (dp+1; : : : ; dn−q) and (dn−q+1; : : : ; dn)
are the vertex degree lists for A; VH; and B; respectively. Moreover; every decompo-
sition of the form (11) is associated with some good pair.
(iii) Denote by p0 the minimum of the rst components in good pairs and set
q0=jfi: di <p0gj if p0 6= 0 and q0=1 for p0=0. Then the splitted component (G; A; B)
in (11) is indecomposable if and only if the relevant good pair (p; q) coincides with
(p0; q0).
Proof. Observe that for each graph of the form (11) with jAj=p and jBj=q inequalities
deg a>n− q− 1>deg v>p>deg b for a 2 A; b 2 B and v 2 VH (12)
hold.
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So a pair (0; q) is good if and only if di = 0 for i>n − q + 1. In this case F has q
isolated vertices. By (12), for each decomposition of form (11) the part B contains an
isolated vertex. Hence the component (G; A; B) in (11) is indecomposable if and only
if A= ; and jBj= 1, i.e. the relevant good pair is (0; 1).
Similarly, a pair (p; 0) is good if and only if di=n−1 for i6p. The graph F can be
represented in the form (11) with jAj=p and B= ;. For each decomposition of form
(11) part A contains a dominating vertex. The component (G; A; B) is indecomposable
if and only if the relevant good pair is (1; 0).
Let
d1<n− 1; dn > 0;
i.e. p 6= 0 and q 6= 0 for each pair (p; q). Set
VF = fv1; : : : ; vng; deg vi = di:




of the degrees of the rst p vertices. Divide S into two parts: S = R+ T where R is
the contribution of the edges vivj with i6p, j6n− q, and T is that of the edges with
i6p, j>n− q. It is clear that




The equality in (10) holds if and only if both inequalities above hold as equalities.
The latter is true if and only if F has form (11) with
A= fv1; : : : ; vpg; VH = fvp+1; : : : ; vn−qg and B= fvn−q+1; : : : ; vng:
Now let F have form (11) with jAj = p and jBj = q; p; q 6= 0. Consider inequalities
(12). If deg a= n− q− 1, then a  B and
(G; A; B) = (G − a; Anfag; B)  (K1; fag; ;):
For deg b= p one gets analogously
(G − b; A; Bnfbg)  (K1; ;; fbg):
Hence for an indecomposable triple (G; A; B) inequalities (12) can be rened:
deg a>n− q− 1>deg v>p> deg b; a 2 A; b 2 B; v 2 VH: (13)
Consequently, each of the sets A; B, and VH is a union of links of F .
If now
F = (G; A; B)  H and F = (G0; A0; B0)  H 0 (14)
are two decompositions of form (11) with indecomposable triples (G; A; B), and
(G0; A0; B0), then either AA0 or A0A. The same holds for B and B0. Let A0A, and
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let (p; q) and (p0; q0) be the good pairs associated with the decompositions (14). Then
p06p and by (13), B0B. If at least one of the subsets AnA0 or BnB0 is nonempty,
then
(G; A; B) = (G0; A0; B0)  (G − A0 − B0):
The latter contradicts the indecomposability of (G; A; B). Hence
A= A0; B= B0; (p; q) = (p0; q0):
Now it is obvious that only one of the good pairs (p; q), namely, (p0; q0), corresponds
to an indecomposable component.
Operations (8) and (9) can be naturally transferred to graphical sequences.
For a splitted sequence  and a graphical sequence e with realizations  and H ,
respectively, set
  e = d; (15)
where d is the degree sequence of   H . Analogously, for splitted sequences 1 and
2 with realizations 1 and 2, respectively, set
1  2 = ; (16)
where  is the splitted sequence realized by 1  2. A graphical (splitted) sequence
d() is called decomposable if it can be represented in form (15) and (16). Otherwise
the sequences are indecomposable.
By Theorem 2, if a graphical sequence d has form (15), then each of its realization
can be represented in form (11) where (G; A; B) and H are realizations of  and e.
Recall a well-known graphicity criterion [5]:
A proper n-sequence d is graphical if and only if
pX
i=1




for each pair (p; q) where p; q 2 f0; 1; : : : ; ng; 0<p+ q6n.
Inequalities (17) will be called the FHM-inequalities.
Remark. Formally, this statement slightly diers from the criterium in [5]. We have
added the FHM-inequalities for p or q (but not both) equal to 0 to the assumptions of
that criterium. But it is clear that the equalities added hold for every proper sequence.
So in fact the criterium above is equivalent to that in [5].
Theorems 1 and 2 imply:
Corollary 5. (i) A proper graphical n-sequence d is split if and only if some FHM-
inequality with q= n− p holds as an equality. In this case d has a splitting
d= (d1; : : : ; dp; dp+1; : : : ; dn):
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(ii) A proper graphical n-sequence d is decomposable if and only if some FHM-in
equality with q<n− p holds as an equality. In this situation
d= (dA; dB)  c;
dA = (d1 − n+ p+ q; : : : ; dp − n+ p+ q); dB = (dn−q+1; : : : ; dn);
c = (dp+1 − p; : : : ; dn−q − p):
Corollary 6 (The graph decomposition theorem). (i) Every graph F can be repre-
sented as a composition
F = (G1; A1; B1)      (Gk; Ak ; Bk)  F0 (18)
of indecomposable components. Here (Gi; Ai; Bi) are indecomposable splitted graphs
and F0 is an indecomposable graph. (If F is indecomposable; then there are no splitted
components in (18)).
Decomposition (18) is called the canonical decomposition of F.
(ii) Graphs F and F 0 with the canonical decompositions (18) and




1)      (G0l; A0l; B0l)  F 00
are isomorphic if and only if the following conditions hold:
(1) F0 = F 00;
(2) k = l;
(3) (Gi; Ai; Bi) = (G0i ; A0i ; B0i); i = 1; : : : ; k.
Proof. (i) is obvious.
(ii) The suciency of Conditions (1){(3) for the isomorphism of F and F 0 is also
obvious. Prove the necessity. Fix an isomorphism f :F ! F 0. By Theorem 2, the
degree of vertices in F which constitute the part A1, coincide with those of vertices in
F 0 constituting A01. The same holds for B1, and B
0
1. Hence
f(A1) = A01; f(B1) = B
0
1; f(VFn(A1 [ B1)) = VF 0n(A01 [ B01):
So f induces the isomorphisms
(G1; A1; B1)! (G01; A01; B01) and F − A1 − B1 ! F 0 − A01 − B01:
Then induction on the number of vertices is used.
Corollary 7. Component H in decomposition (11) is indecomposable if and only if
for the associated good pair (p; q) parameters p and q are the maximum of the rst
and the second coordinates in good pairs; respectively.
By the decomposition theorem, each element  in the semigroup  of splitted graphs
can be uniquely decomposed into the product
 = 1      k ; k>1; i 2 
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and every decomposable graph F can be uniquely represented as the decomposition
F =   F0;  2 ; F0 2  
of the splitted part  and the indecomposable part F0. In other words, the following
corollary holds.
Corollary 8. The set  of splitted graphs is the free semigroup over the alphabet 
with respect to multiplication (9). A free action of this semigroup is dened by (8).
Now turn to canonical decomposition (18). The sequence




Gi if jGij> 1;
(Gi; Ai; Bi) if jGij= 1
for i = 1; : : : ; k is called the canonical sequence for F .
Theorem 3. The canonical sequence determines a graph up to isomorphism.
The theorem follows immediately from Corollary 6 if one takes into account:
Lemma 1. (i) An indecomposable split sequence of non-identity length has exactly
one splitting.
(ii) Any nontrivial indecomposable split graph has exactly one splitting.
Proof. Let an n-sequence d have two distinct splittings. By Corollary 1, one of them
has the form
(d1; : : : ; dm−1; dm; : : : ; dn);
where m=m(d) and dm=m− 1. If (G; A; B) is a realization of the splitting and v 2 B
with deg v= dm, then
G = (G − v; A; Bnfvg)  K1
is the decomposable graph. (i) is proved. Assertion (ii) follows from (i) and
Corollary 2.
Corollary 6 implies:
Corollary 9 (The decomposition theorem for sequences). (i) Each proper graphical
sequence d can be uniquely represented as a composition
d= 1      k  d0
of indecomposable components. Here i are indecomposable splitted sequences; and
d0 is an indecomposable graphical sequence.
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(ii) An arbitrary realization F of the sequence d can be represented in form (18)
where (Gi; Ai; Bi) and F0 are realizations of i and d0; respectively. All combinations
of such realizations yield realizations of d.
Next, dene two unary algebraic operations in the semigroup : the complement
(−) and the inverting (I) setting
(G; A; B) = ( G; B; A); (G; A; B)I = (GI ; B; A):
Here G is the complementary graph for G, and GI is obtained from G by deleting the
set of edges fa1a2: a1; a2 2 Ag and adding the set of edges fb1b2: b1; b2 2 Bg.
The graph GI is not uniquely determined by G, it depends upon a bipartition choice
as well. For instance, G = K4 − e yields two graphs:
GI = P3 [ K1 and GI = G:
The rst graph is connected with a bipartition with a three-vertex upper part and the
second one with that having a two-vertex upper part. Nevertheless, by Lemma 1(ii) any
nontrivial indecomposable split graph has exactly one splitting. Hence GI is uniquely
determined for a nontrivial indecomposable split graph G.
Obviously, the complement and the inverting are involutary operations, and the com-
plement commutes with the composition. In other words,
( ) = ; ( I )I = ;   =   ;   H =   H for ;  2  and H 2  :
Furthermore, (  )I = I  I . Hence both complement and inverting preserve inde-
composability.
5. Unigraphs. Statement of the main result
The decomposition theorem implies
Corollary 10. A graph F with canonical sequence (19) is a unigraph if and only if
all graphs Gi and the indecomposable part F0 are unigraphs.
Thus, in order to obtain a description of the structure of an arbitrary unigraph it is
sucient to describe the indecomposable unigraphs.
Introduce ve classes of graphs as follows:
(1) For m>1; n>2, denote by U2(m; n) the disjoint union of the perfect matching
mK2 and the star K1; n (Fig. 2):
U2(m; n) = mK2 [ K1; n:
(2) Fix a vertex in each component of the disjoint union of the chordless cycle
C4 and m triangles K3, m>1, and paste the components in these vertices. Denote the
graph obtained by U3(m) (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2.
Fig. 3. U3(m).
(3) Consider a multistar, i.e. a split graph S with a bipartition VS =A[B such that
jAj= l>2 and deg b=1 for b 2 B. The graph S can be obtained from a disjoint union
of l arbitrary stars by adding all the edges connecting the centres of the stars (only
one vertex of K2 is regarded as the central vertex). If
fK1;pi : i = 1; : : : ; rg
is the set of nonisomorphic stars among the components of the union above and the
star K1;p1 occurs in the union just qi times, set
S = S2(p1; q1; : : : ;pr; qr) = S2:
Here
pi; qi; r>1; q1 +   + qr = l>2
(Fig. 4; in Figs. 4{7 the edges of the upper parts are not shown). In particular, for
r = 1 and q>2 we denote S2(p; q) by S(p; q) (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 4. S2(pI ; qI ; : : : ;pr; qr).
Fig. 5. S(p; q).
Fig. 6. S3(p; qI ; q2).
(4) Take a graph S2 with
r = 2; p1 = p>1; p2 = p+ 1; q1>2; q2>1:
Add a new vertex e to the lower part B. Add also the set fea : a 2 A, degB a=pg of
q1 edges. Denote the graph obtained by
S3(p; q1; q2) = S3
(Fig. 6). Here p>1, q1>2, q2>1.
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Fig. 7. S4(p; q).
(5) In a graph S3 set
q1 = 2; q2 = q>1:
Add a new vertex f to S3(p; 2; q) connecting it by the edges with each vertex except
e. Denote the graph obtained by
S4(p; q) = S4
(Fig. 7). Here p; q>1.
Theorem 4. (i) The decomposable unigraphs are all graphs of the form
(G1; A1; B1)      (Gk; Ak ; Bk)  G;
where k>1; (Gi; Ai; Bi) independently from each other run over the set of indecom-
posable splitted unigraphs and G runs over the set of all indecomposable unigraphs.
(ii) An indecomposable nonsplit graph G is a unigraph if and only if either G or
G is contained in the following list:
C5; mK2; m>2; U2(m; n); U3(m): (20)
(iii) An indecomposable split graph G is a unigraph if and only if some of the
graphs G; G;GI or GI are contained in the following list:
K1; S(p; q); S2(p1; q1; : : : ;pr; qr); r>2; S3(p; q1; q2); S4(p; q): (21)
Assertion (i) of the theorem follows immediately from the decomposition theorem.
Obviously, if G is a unigraph, then G is a unigraph, too. If, in addition, G is split and
indecomposable, then GI is split and indecomposable as well.
Evidently, the graphs in list (20) are nonsplit while those in list (21) are split.
One easily observes that all the graphs in lists (20) and (21) are indecomposable
unigraphs. This is evident for K1; C5; mK2; U3(m); U2(m; n), and S2. Consider S3. If
S3 = (G; X; Y )  H; (22)
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then for S2 =S3−e we have AX , BY since S2 is indecomposable. Part A contains
both vertices adjacent and nonadjacent to e, hence e 62 VH; VH =;, (22) is impossible,
and S3 is indecomposable.
Show that S3 is a unigraph. It is sucient to prove that S3 = tS3 for each transfer
t (Fact 4). A similar assertion holds for S2 = S3 − e, so one has to consider transfers
t touching e, i.e.
t = a1a2eb; a1; a2 2 A; b 2 B:
Obviously, tS3 = S3.
Similar arguments prove that S4 is an indecomposable unigraph.
It remains to prove the completeness of lists (20) and (21). The proof is based on
the series machinery developed in Section 6 and is given in Sections 7 and 8.
Corollary 11. A unigraph G is not perfect if and only if the chordless pentagon C5
is the last indecomposable component in the canonical decomposition of G. So G is
perfect if and only if C5 is not an induced subgraph of G.
Proof. Evidently, a graph is perfect if and only if each of its indecomposable com-
ponent is such. On the other hand, all split graphs are perfect and C5 is the unique
nonperfect graph in list (20).
6. Technical lemmas
For an arbitrary graph G and a nonnegative integer s dene a sequence of subgraphs
G0; G1; : : : ; Gs (23)
with vertex sets
V 0V 1   V s; (24)
respectively, as follows. Put
V 0 = VG; G0 = G:
Then let V k and Gk be dened for all k6i< s. Denote by jvji the degree of v in Gi.
The link of rank i of G (in a vertex a 2 V i) is the set
V ia = fv 2 V i: jvjk = jajk ; k = 0; 1; : : : ; ig:
Taking liberty with the language, in what follows we shall call a link of rank i in G
a link of Gi. Take some link in Gi or a union of several links as V i+1. Put
Gi+1 = G(V i+1):
In the following Lemmas 2{8 let G be a unigraph with a xed sequence (23).
In general, a subgraph of a unigraph is not a unigraph. Consider, for instance, the
unigraph U3(1) dened in Section 5. There are two nonisomorphic graphs with the
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same degree sequence (3; 23; 1) among the subgraphs of the form U3(1) − v where a
vertex v is adjacent to the vertex of degree 4. Nevertheless, the following holds.
Lemma 2. If VF = V i for a graph F and degF v = jvji for each vertex v 2 VF; then
F = Gi and for i< j6s
F(V j) = Gj:
Proof. Complement F to F0 adding those vertices and edges which complement Gi to
G. The degree of each vertex in F0 is equal to that in G, and, consequently, G = F0.
Every isomorphism b : G ! F0 preserves vertex degrees, so
b(V i) = V i:
The restriction of b to V i is an isomorphism of graphs Gi ! F0(V i) = F preserving
links, b(V j) = V j, and F(V j) = Gj for j> i.
Corollary 12. Each term of sequence (23) is a unigraph.
Lemma 3. If
a; b 2 V i+1 and jaji = jbji ; (25)
then
jjaji+1 − jbji+1j61:
Proof. Let jaji+1> jbji+1. Then there is c 2 V i+1 with c  a and c  b. But (25)
holds, hence there exists
d 2 V inV i+1; d  a; d  b
and Gi admits the transfer t = abcd. Put
tGi = F; F(V i+1) = Fi+1:
Since F =Gi − ac− bd+ ad+ bc, then Fi+1 =Gi+1 − ac+ bc. Therefore, if  and 
are the degrees of the vertices a and b in Fi+1, respectively, then
= jaji+1 − 1;  = jbji+1 + 1:
All other vertices have the same degrees in Fi+1 as in Gi+1. However, by Lemma 2,
Gi+1 = Fi+1, hence
jbji+1 = = jaji+1 − 1:
In what follows we write aib provided the vertices a and b are contained in the
same link of Gi.
Lemma 4. If Gi admits the transfer abcd; then
aib or cid: (26)
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Proof. Let Gi admit the transfer t= abcd. First prove that one of the following holds:
aib; bic; cid; dia: (27)
Put
tGi = F; F(V ia [ V ic) = Fi+1; G(V ia [ V ic) = H: (28)
If none of the assertions (27) holds, then Fi+1 =H − ac. But by Lemma 2, Fi+1 = H .
Taking d instead of c in (28), observe that one of the following holds
aib; bid; dic; cia: (29)
Comparing (27) and (29), obtain (26).
Lemma 5. If Gi admits the transfer abcd and aib; then the neighbourhoods in
G(V 0nV i) of the vertices from the link V ia coincide.
Proof. Denote by Ni(v) the neighbourhood of v in G(V 0nV i) and show that
Ni(v)Ni(a) (30)
for v 2 V ia . On the contrary, let there exist
v 2 V ia ; e 2 V 0nV i; v  e; a  e
and j = maxfk: e 2 V kg. It is clear that j< i. Consider the following three cases
separately: 1) v 6= c, v  c; 2) v  c, and 3) v= c.
(1) In this case Gj admits the transfer t = avce. Taking Lemma 2 into account, we
obtain
F = tGj = Gj − ac − ve + ae + vc; F(V j+1) = Gj+1 − ac + vc = Gj+1:
The latter contradicts Lemma 3 since a(j + 1)v. Hence (30) holds.
(2) The inclusion (30) holds for v= b since this is Case 1). Hence v 6= b and b  e
as a  e. Since vib, v  c, and b  c, there exists f 2 Vi such that f 6= v; f  b, and
f  v. The graph Gj admits the transfer bvfe and
b; f; v 2 V j+1; e 62 V j+1; b(j + 1)v:
As above, the latter yields a contradiction. Hence (30) holds.
(3) One has
e 2 V jnV j+1; c  e; a  e; b  e:
Consider the closed neighbourhoods N [a] and N [c] of a and c in Gj+1. If N [a]N [c],
then N [a] = N [c] as jajj+1 = jcjj+1. Hence c  d since a  d. Again we come to a
contradiction as Gj admits the transfer
cbed; b; c; d 2 V j+1; e 62 V j+1; b(j + 1)c:
Consequently, N [a]* N [c]. But a  c, so there exists
g 2 V j+1; g 6= a; c; g  a; g  c:
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One gets a contradiction since Gj admits the transfer
acge; a; c; g 2 V j+1; e 62 V j+1; a(j + 1)c:
Inclusion (30) is proved.





; : : : ; G
s
has the same meaning for G as (23) for G, and sequence (24) remains. Graph G
i
admits the transfer abdc and aib holds as above. Therefore according to (30),
Ni(v) Ni(a);
where Ni(v) is the neighbourhood of v in G(V 0nV i). Hence Ni(a)Ni(v) and so
Ni(a) = Ni(v) for any vertex v 2 V ia .
If a graph H admits a transfer t = abcd where a 2 AVH , then we shall say that
t is a transfer of type Abcd. Transfers of types ABcd; ABCd, etc., B; C; D;VH , are
dened similarly.
Lemma 6. If Gi admits a transfer abcd and aib; then there exists a partition
V i−1 = V i [ B [ C; B  V ia ; C  V ia (31)
of V i−1. Furthermore; if the link V ia has two nonadjacent (resp.; adjacent) vertices;
then B is a clique (resp.; C is an independent set).
Proof. The existence of partition (31) is guaranteed by Lemma 5. A transfer of type
BV ia V
i
a B is excluded by Lemma 4, so B is a clique if V
i
a has nonadjacent vertices. The
arguments for C are similar (transfers of type CV ia CV
i
a are excluded).
Below Va = V 0a is the link of G
0 in a vertex a.
Lemma 7. Assume that every link of a unigraph G is either a clique or an independent
set. Then:
(i) if links Va and Vb are independent and
jVaj; jVbj> 1; (32)
then Va [ Vb is independent too;
(ii) if links Va and Vb are cliques; then under condition (32) Va [ Vb is a clique as
well.
Proof. (i) Assume that a  b and deg a> deg b. Take a0 2 Va, a0 6= a. There exists
c 2 VG; c  a0; c  b
since deg a0 > deg b, a0  a and b  a. So G admits the transfer acba0. But deg a 6=
deg c as Va is independent and deg b 6= deg a0. The latter contradicts Lemma 4. (i) is
proved.
To obtain (ii), consider complement G.
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A vertex a is called singular if the link Va is not a clique (in particular, jVaj> 1).
The following corollary is obvious.
Corollary 13. The set of singular vertices of a unigraph in Lemma 7 is independent.
Lemma 8. A unigraph is split if and only if each of its links is either a clique; or an
independent set.
Proof. Taking Corollary 3 into account, one must only prove that a unigraph G each
of whose links is either a clique, or an independent set is split. Let G be such graph
and C be a maximum clique in G meeting the minimal number of links. First show
that if a 2 C and link Va is a clique, then
VaC: (33)
Indeed, let there exist
a1 2 Va; c 2 C; a1  c: (34)
Then Vc is independent since otherwise by Lemma 7, the union Va [ Vc would be a
clique contradicting (34). Hence Vc \C = fcg. If a1  Cnfcg, then Cnfcg [ fa1g is a
maximum clique meeting less links than C. This contradicts the choice of C. So there
exists
c1 2 C; c1 6= c; c1  a1:
As Vc, the set Vc1 is independent. Since c  c1, by Lemma 7, at least one of the sets
Vc and Vc1 is one-vertex. Let
jVc1 j= 1: (35)
Since (34) holds and a  c, there exists b 2 VG with b  a1 and b  a. The
graph G admits the transfer ba1ca for b  c and the transfer ca1c1b for b  c. Both
contradict Lemma 4. Indeed, deg c 6= deg a1 = deg a by (34), deg b 6= deg c1 by (35),
and deg a1 6= deg b since b  a. Inclusion (33) is proved.
Now let G be nonsplit. Prove that every maximum clique c of G meeting the minimal
number of links has just one singular vertex. Set B = VGnC. Since G is nonsplit, B
contains two adjacent vertices u and v. Obviously, C contains no vertex c such that
u  Cnfcg and v  Cnfcg simultaneously as the contrary would contradict the choice
of C. Hence there exist
c1; c2 2 C; c1 6= c2; c1  u; c2  v:
Therefore G admits the transfer uc2vc1. Taking both Lemma 4 and the symmetry of
transfer into account, suppose that deg u=deg c2. But u 62 C, so that, by (33), u and c2
are singular. By Corollary 13, no n-clique has more than one singular vertex. According
to the same corollary, v is not singular, so Vc2 6= Vv. Therefore, if v  Cnfc2g, then
C0 = Cnfc2g [ fvg is a maximum clique intersecting the same number of links as
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C but not containing a singular vertex. This is impossible as stated above. Therefore
C has a vertex c3 6= c2 satisfying v  c3. But by the same argument as before we
obtain that c1 or c3 is singular, contradicting the fact that c2 is the only singular vertex
in C.
7. Indecomposable nonsplit unigraphs
For graphs G and H we shall write G  H if G = H or G = H . It is proved in
this section that an arbitrary indecomposable nonsplit unigraph G  H where H is a
graph from the list (20). In the case of regular graphs this follows immediately from
Fact 2.
Let G be an arbitrary unigraph. If on each step while constructing (23) we take a
link of Gi as V i+1, then this sequence of graphs stabilizes on a regular graph, i.e. we
obtain a sequence
G0; G1; : : : ; Gl; (36)
where Gi+1 6= Gi and for i< l all Gi are not regular whereas Gl is regular. We shall
call such sequence a series of G.
Lemma 3 implies immediately.
Corollary 14. If (36) is a series of a unigraph G; then for 16i6l − 1 all Gi are
biregular; moreover; the dierent of any two vertex degrees in Gi is at most 1.
We shall call the number l the length of the series (36). The maximal length of all
such series is called the step l(G).
Equality l(G) = 0 means that G is regular. All such unigraphs are described in
[7,11] (Fact 2). Below we consider the indecomposable nonsplit unigraphs which are
not regular. A series (36) of length l(G) in which Gl admits a transfer will be called
good. If G has no such series, then we shall call all its series of length l(G) good.
For an indecomposable nonsplit nonregular unigraph G x a good series (36). We
have l>1. We use the following notation unless otherwise stated:
x; xk , or xk is a vertex that belongs to a subset X; Xk , or X k , respectively.
Lemma 9. (i) l>2.
(ii) Gl−2  U2(m; n) for appropriate m and n.
(iii) l(G) = 2 for an indecomposable nonsplit unigraph G if and only if
G  U2(m; n).
Proof. (i) First consider Gl−1. There are two possibilities: () Gl admits a transfer,
() Gl has no transfers.
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() Since Gl is regular, by Lemma 6, we have for V l−1 a partition
V l−1 = V l [ B [ C; B  V 1; C  V l;
where B is a clique and C is an independent set. Obviously, Gl−1=(G−V l; B; C)Gl.
So it is a decomposable graph and, consequently, l>2.
() Let
V l−1 = A1 [ A2 [    [ Ak
be the partition of V l−1 onto links. One can choose each of Ai, i = 1; : : : ; k as V l.
Since series (36) is good, Gi=G(Ai) is regular and admits no transfers. By Fact 2, Gi
is either complete or empty. Then, by Lemma 8, Gl−1 is split. Since G0 is nonsplit,
then l>2 and (i) is proved.
(ii) By Corollary 14, Gl−1 is biregular. In Case () B [ C is a link in Gl−1 as V l
is a link. So one of the sets B and C is empty. Without loss of generality let C 6= ;.
We get
jcjl−1 = 0; jvljl−1 = jvljl = 1; Gl = mK2; Gl−1 = mK2 [ On; m>2; n>1:
(37)
In Case () if A and B are the upper and the lower part of Gl−1, respectively,
jAj= p, and jBj= q, then, according to Corollary 4,
jbjl−1 2 f0; 1; p− 1; pg or jajl−1 2 fp− 1; p; p+ q− 2; p+ q− 1g:
Furthermore, jajl−1−jbjl−1 =1. Therefore, up to taking the complement, there are two
possibilities:
jajl−1 = 1; jbjl−1 = 0; Gl−1 = K2 [ On; (38)
or
jajl−1 = 2; jbjl−1 = 1; Gl−1 = P4:
In fact, the second possibility does not occur. Indeed, for Gl−1 = P4 one can assume
that
V l−1 = V l [ D; jvljl−1 = 2; jdjl−1 = 1:
The graph Gl−1 admits a transfer of type V lV lDD and V l and D are links of Gl−1.
By Lemma 6, V l−2 has the partition
V l−2 = V l−1 [ B [ C; B  V l; C  V l
and C is independent. Similarly, there exists the partition
V l−2 = V l−1 [ E [ F; E  D; F  D
and E is a clique. Set E = B1 [ C1; B1B, C1C.
Since E is a clique and C is independent, jC1j61. One has
2 + jBj= jvljl−2 = jdjl−2 = 1 + jEj;
jEj= jBj+ 1 = jB1j+ jC1j:
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So jC1j= 1, B1 = B, c1  B. Now we get
jc1jl−2 = jDj+ jBj= 2 + jBj= jvljl−2:
This yields a contradiction as c1 and vl belong to dierent links of Gl−2.
Thus it remains to consider situations (37) and(38). We have
Gl = mK2; Gl−1 = mK2 [ On; m; n>1; V l−1 = V l [ A; A  V l
and A is an independent link in Gl−1.
Consider the partition
V l−2 = V l [ A [ B [ C [ D; (39)
where B and C are the subsets in V t−2nV l−1 maximal with respect to the conditions
B  V l, C  V l.
The set C is independent since otherwise Gl−2 would admit a transfer of the type
V lCV lC contradicting Lemma 4 (i = l− 2).
We have
jvljl−1> jajl−1; jvljl−2 = jajl−2:
Hence there exists
x 2 C [ D; x  a; x  vl: (40)
Now consider the following two cases separately: (1) m>2 and (2) m=1. In Case (1)
by Lemma 5, (i = l− 1),
D = ;; (41)
so x 2 C.
In Case (2) put
V l = fv1; v2g; D = D1 [ D2; Di  vi; i = 1; 2:
It follows from the denition of the partition (39) that D1 \ D2 = ;. So Di  vj for
i 6= j.
Assume that a0  C for some a0 2 A. Formula (40) implies that there exist
di  a0; i = 1; 2:
The graph Gl−2 admits the transfer d1v1d2v2 for d1  d2 and the transfer d1v2a0d2
for d1  d2. The latter contradicts Lemma 4 since
jajl−2 6= jdjl−2 6= jvljl−2:
So for each vertex a there exits c  a.
Return to the general situation. The sets A and C are independent and the transfers
of type ACCA are forbidden by Lemma 4 (i = l − 2). Therefore n = jAj = 1 or there
exists
c1 2 C; c1  A; A  Cnfc1g:
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In both cases we have the following partition of C:
C = C1 [ C2; C1  A; C2  A; C1 6= ;; and either jC1j= 1 or n= 1:
The graph Gl−2 admits a transfer of type c1V ldV l for c1  d and a transfer of type
dAV lc1 for c1  d. Both contradict Lemma 4, hence (41) holds in the both cases. The
same lemma excludes the transfers of type V lC1BA, so B  C1.
One has
jvjl−2 = 1 + jBj 6= jc1jl−2 = n+ jBj:
Hence n 6= 1 and therefore jC1j= 1.
Fix a vertex a and represent B in the form B = B1 [ B2; B1  a, B2  a. Now
1 + jB1j= jajl−2 = jvjl−2 = 1 + jBj, and have
B1 = B; B2 = ;; B  A:
Therefore B is a clique since the transfers of type BV lAB would contradict Lemma 4.
So
V l−2 = V l [ A [ B [ fc1g [ C2;
where B is a clique, A and fc1g [ C2 are independent sets,
B  V l; B  A; B  c1; C2  V l; C2  A:
If B [ C2 6= ;, then
Gl−2 = (G(B [ C2); B; C2)  (Gl−2 − B− C2):
Hence l>3 since G is indecomposable. But
jajl−2 = jBj+ 1; jbjl−2>jBj − 1 + 2m+ n+ 1 = jBj+ 2m+ n>jBj+ 4
which contradicts Lemma 3 unless B= ;. Furthermore,
jajl−2 = 1; jc1jl−2 = n>2; and jc2jl−2 = 0:
Hence C2 = ; by Lemma 3, and
V l−2 = V l [ A [ fcg; A  V l; c  V l; c  A;
A is independent, n= jAj 6= 1. So it is proved that
Gl−2 = mK2 [ K1; n = U2(m; n):
(iii) It has been observed in Section 5 that U2(m; n) is an indecomposable unigraph
for any m>1, n>2. Evidently, l(U2(m; n)) = 2.
Lemma 10. If l(G)>3; then
(i) l(G) = 3;
(ii) G  U3(m);
(iii) l(U3(m)) = 3 for any m>1.
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Proof. (i) Taking into account Lemma 9, we shall assume without loss of generality
that
Gl−2 = mK2 [ K1; n; Gl−1 = mK2 [ On; Gl = mK2; m>1; n>2;
V l−2 = V l−1 [ fcg; V l−1 = V l [ A; jAj= n; A  V l; jV lj= 2m; c  V l; c  A;
A is independent.
Observe that
jcjl−2 = n; jvljl−2 = 1:
But by Lemma 3, the dierence between these two degrees is equal to 1 since l>3.
Therefore n= 2.
Next, Gl−2 admits a transfer of type V lAV lc and V l−1(=V l [ A) is a link in Gl−2,
so one can apply Lemma 6 with i = l − 2. Obviously, V l−1 has both adjacent and
nonadjacent vertices. Consequently, there exists a partition of V l−3 of the form
V l−3 = V l−2 [ E [ F; E  V l−1; F  V l−1;
where E is a clique and F is an independent set. Observe that
jcjl−2 = 2> 1 = jvljl−2; jcjl−3 = jvljl−3;
so there exists a vertex e with e  vl and e  c. We have
jejl−3>2m+ 2 + jEj − 1>3 + jEj; jajl−3 = 1 + jEj:
Consequently, l= 3 since otherwise Lemma 3 would yield a contradiction.
(ii) Consider a partition
E = E1 [ E2; E1  c; E2  c:
We have shown above that E2 6= ;. If e2  f, then Gl−3 =G admits a transfer e2afc.
But
a; c 2 V l−2; e2; f 62 V l−2;
and V l−2 is a link in G. The latter contradicts Lemma 4, hence E2  F . On the other
hand, a transfer of type E2cV lF contradicts the same lemma, hence c  F .
So E1 is clique, F is an independent set, and
E1  V l−2; E1  E2; F  V l−2; F  E2:
Consequently,
G = (G(E1 [ F); E1; F)  (G − E1 − F)
if E1 [ F is nonempty. Since G is indecomposable, this union is empty.
Observe that deg a=1+ jE2j and deg c=2. But the vertices a and c lie in the same
link V l−2 of G, hence deg a= deg c and jE2j= 1.
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Thus
VG = V l−3 = V l−1 [ fc; eg; G − e = Gl−2 = mK2 [ K1;2; e  V l−1; e  c:
The latter means that G = U3(m).
(iii) Obviously, l(U3(m)) = 3 for any m>1.
Two last lemmas together with Fact 2 imply assertion (ii) of Theorem 4.
8. Indecomposable split unigraphs
According to Corollary 3, the step of any graph considered in this section is at
most 1. Therefore, the study of the series which played such an important role in
Section 7 is useless here since all nontrivial information concerning the original graph
disappears in the rst step already. In order to exploit the techniques developed in
Section 6 we modify the denition of series.
Until the end of this section G is a nontrivial indecomposable split unigraph. By
Lemma 1 G has a unique splitting (G; A; B) where A 6= ;, B 6= ;, and each link of G
is entirely contained either in A or in B. When constructing sequence (23) for G, put
G0 = G; A0 = A; B0 = B; V i = Ai [ Bi;
where Ai and Bi are links of Gi−1 contained in Ai−1 and Bi−1, respectively. Then we
obtain a sequence of split unigraphs
G0; G1; : : : ; Gs (42)
with splittings (Gi; Ai; Bi), for i< s the splittings (Gi; Ai; Bi) are not biregular, and the
splitting (Gs; As; Bs) is biregular. (We write in similar situations ‘Gs is biregular’ or
‘Gi is not biregular’.) We shall call the obtained sequence a (splitted) series of G and
s will be called the length of this series. Denote by s(G) the maximal length of all
(splitted) series of G.
If s= s(G) and Gs admits a transfer, then the series (42) is called good. If there is
not such series, then any series of length s(G) is called good.
When we pass from G to the complement G, the splitting (G; A; B) is replaced by
( G; B; A), and the series (42) is replaced by the following one:
G0; G1; : : : Gs; Gi = G(Ai [ Bi); (43)
where Ai and Bi are the same as above, but the upper and the lower parts are inter-
changed. Analogously, when we pass from G to Gl, series (42) is replaced by
(G0)I ; (G1)I ; : : : (Gs)I ; (Gi)I = GI (Ai [ Bi); (44)
so s( G) = s(Gl) = s(G), and all three series (42){(44) are either simultaneously good
or not good.
In what follows we write G  H for nontrivial indecomposable split graphs G and
H if one of the following holds: G = H; G = H;GI = H , or GI = H .
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Equality s(G)= 0 means biregularity. All biregular unigraphs are described with the
help of Fact 3 which immediately implies
Corollary 15. An indecomposable nonregular split unigraph G is biregular if and any
if G  S(p; q); p>1; q>2.
Below s(G)>1, and (42) is a good series of G.
Lemma 11. (i) For i 2 [2; s] we have
Ai−1 = Ai or Bi−1 = Bi: (45)
(ii) For i 2 [1; s−1] the equalities Ai−1=Ai and Ai=Ai+1 cannot hold simultaneously.
Proof. (i) Assume on the contrary that none of the equalities (45) holds. Then, by
Lemma 3, Ai−1 and Bi−1 are partitioned in Gi−1 into two links:
Ai−1 = C [ D; Bi−1 = E [ F; jcji−1> jdji−1; jeji−1> jfji−1:
According to Fact 1, there exists a pair of adjacent vertices c and e as well as a pair
of nonadjacent ones d and f. But
jcji−2 = jdji−2; jeji−2 = jfji−2:
Hence there exist
b 2 Bi−2nBi−1; a 2 Ai−2nAi−1; b  d; b  c; a  f; a  e:
Then Gi−2 admits the transfer caeb or dabf for a  b and a  b, respectively. This
contradicts Lemma 4.
(ii) If Ai+1 = Ai = Ai−1, then
Bi = Bi+1 [ C; Bi−1 = Bi+1 [ C [ D; C;D 6= ;:
Consequently, vertices bi+1 and c belong to the same link of rank i−1, but to dierent
links of rank i. On the other hand, jvji−1 = jvji for v 2 Bi−1.
Remark. For none i 2 [1; s] both equalities (45) cannot hold simultaneously since that
would imply s= i − 1.
Lemma 12. Assume that Ai−1 = Ai for some i 2 [1; s]. Denote Bi−1nBi by C. Then
C 6= ;. Furthermore; if C =C0 [C1 [C2 where C1 and C2 are maximal subsets in C
with respect to the conditions
C1  Ai; C2  Ai
and C0 = Cn(C1 [ C2); then
C =

C0 for i< s;
C0; C1; or C2 for i = s:
The lemma holds if one interchanges A and B.
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Proof. Obviously, C 6= ; because Gi−1 is not biregular. Consider the partition of C
determined in the statement of the lemma.
First let i = 1. Then
A= A0 = A1; B= B0 = B1 [ C0 [ C1 [ C2:
If C1 6= ;, then
G = (G − C1; A; BnC1)  G(C1)
is a decomposable graph. For C2 6= ; the graph G is decomposable as well:
G = (G(C2); ;; C2)  (G − C2):
Hence, C1 = C2 = ;, C = C0.
By Lemma 3, for i> 1 the set C is a link in Gi−1. But
jc2ji−1< jc0ji−1< jc1ji−1;
so only one of the sets Ck , k = 0; 1; 2; is not empty.
Let i< s. The set Ai−1 is a link in Gi−1 since Ai = Ai−1. If C = C1 or C2, then Ai
is a link in Gi, i.e. Ai+1 = Ai. The latter contradicts Lemma 11, so C = C0.
This proves the lemma for A. Passing to GI , we obtain the same for B.
Lemma 13. Assume that for some i 2 [1; s] there exist
u1; u2 2 Ai; v1; v2 2 Bi; u1  v1; u2  v2:
Represent Ai−1 and Bi−1 in the form
Ai−1 = Ai [ D1 [ D2 [ D; Bi−1 = Bi [ E1 [ E2 [ E;
where D1 and D2 (E1 and E2) are the maximal subsets in Ai−1 (Bi−1) with respect
to the conditions
D1  Bi; D2  Bi; E1  Ai; E2  Ai:
Then
D1  E1; D2  E2: (46)
Proof. If (46) does not hold, Gi−1 admits a transfer of type
D1AiBiE1 or D2AiE2Bi:
Both contradict Lemma 4 since the degrees of vertices d1 and ai, bi and e1; d2 and
ai; e2 and bi in Gi−1 do not coincide.
Corollary 16. (i) s(G)>2.
(ii) For some of the graphs G; G;GI or GI
As−1 = As; Bs−1 = Bs [ C; C 6= ;; C \ Bs = ;; C  As; (47)
jbsjs = jbsjs−1 = 1: (48)
(iii) If Formulae (47) hold for G; then Gs= S(p; q) and Gs−1 is the disjoint union
of the graph S(p; q) and the empty graph O(C): Gs−1 = S(p; q) [ O(C).
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Proof. (i) Distinguish the two cases: (1) Gs admits a transfer, (2) Gs has no transfers.
(1) Evidently, a transfer admitted by Gs has type AsAsBsBs. Since As and Bs are the
links in Gs, then, by Lemma 5, there exist the partitions
As−1 = As [ A1 [ A2; A1  Bs; A2  Bs;
Bs−1 = Bs [ B1 [ B2; B1  As; B2  As:
By Lemma 13,




(G(A1 [ B2); A1; B2)  (Gs−1 − A1 − B2) for A1 [ B2 6= ;;
(Gs−1 − A2 − B1; As [ A1; Bs [ B2)  G(A2 [ B1) for A2 [ B1 6= ;:
Hence s= s(G)>2 since G is indecomposable.
(2) Let
As−1 = A1 [    [ Ak; Bs−1 = B1 [    [ Bl
be the partitions onto the links of Gs−1 and
ja1js−1>   > jak js−1; jb1js−1>   > jbljs−1:
Since series (42) is good, the graph G(Ai [ Bj) is biregular and admits no transfers
for all i = 1; : : : ; k, j = 1; : : : ; l. By Fact 5,
Ai  Bj or Ai  Bj: (49)
If jbljs−1 6= 0, it follows from (49) and Fact 1 that A1  Bs−1. Thus, Gs−1 contains
either a dominating or an isolated vertex and therefore is decomposable and s>2.
(ii) Since s>2, then by Lemma 11,
As−1 = As or Bs−1 = Bs:
Replacing G by GI if necessary, one can assume that As−1 = As.
By Lemma 12,
Bs−1 = Bs [ C; C = C0; C1 or C2:
In Case (1) C0 is excluded by Lemma 5. In Case (2) as it is shown above,
As  Bs; As  C or As  Bs; As  C;
i.e. C0 is excluded as well. In any situation for C =C1 we obtain C =C2 replacing G
by GI . Formulae (47) are obtained.
Obviously, (47) ) (48). Indeed, by (47), jcjs−1 = 0 and Lemma 3 implies (48).
(iii) Let Formulae (47) and, consequently, (48) hold for G. Then Gs is a biregular
split graph of all degree vertices whose lower part are equal to 1. Obviously, Gs =
S(p; q), p; q>1: By (47) and (48), Gs−1 = S(p; q) [ O(C).
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Lemma 14. Assume that Gs admits a transfer
t = a1a2b1b2; a1; a2 2 As; b1; b2 2 Bs
and for some i 2 [2; s] the equalities
Ai−1 = Ai; Bi−1 = Bi [ C
with C such as in Lemma 12 hold and let C  As. Then
Bi−2 = Bi−1; Ai−2 = Ai [ D; D 6= ;; D \ Ai = ;: (50)
Moreover;
D  Bi; degD c = 1; degC d 6= 0
if
jbiji−1> jcji−1; (51)
and D  Bi otherwise.
Proof. Consider the partition
Ai−2 = Ai−1 [ D [ D1 [ D2; (52)
where D1 and D2 are the maximal sets with the condition
D1  Bi−1; D2  Bi−1: (53)
Observe that there are no vertices d; d0 2 D, bi and c with the conditions
d  bi; d  c; d0  bi; d0  c: (54)
Indeed, suppose that such quadruple exists. The graph Gi−1 as well as Gs admits a
transfer
t = a1a2b1b2; a1; a2 2 Ai; b1; b2 2 Bi
and Bi is a link in Gi−1. By Lemma 5, the neighbourhoods in D of all vertices from
Bi coincide. Hence (54) implies
d  Bi; d0  Bi: (55)
Thus Gi−2 admits the transfer
t1 = a1d0b1c:
If H = t1Gi−2 and Hi−1 =H (Ai−1 [ Bi−1), then by Lemma 2, H = Gi−2 and Hi−1 =
Gi−1. But
Hi−1 = Gi−1 − a1b1 + a1c:
The part Bi−1 must be partitioned into two links in Hi−1 as well as in Gi−1. By
Lemma 3, the vertex degrees of these links must dier by 1. Consequently, c lies in
the same link with Binfb1g in Hi−1.
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The graph Hi−1 admits the transfer a1a2cb2 and by Lemma 5, for the graph H the
neighbourhoods in D of b2 and c must coincide. However, b2  d by (55) and c  d
by (54). It is proved that (54) does not hold.
In what follows we distinguish the two situations: (1) (51) holds, (2) (51) does not
hold.
(1) Since
jbiji−2 = jcji−2 (56)
for each pair bi and c there exists d0 2 D with the condition
d0  bi; d0  c:
But (54) is impossible, so the implication d  bi ) d  C is true. Recall that d  bi
implies d  Bi. Consequently, d  Bi−1 which contradicts the denition of D (see
(52)). So D  Bi.
Lemma 3 implies that jbiji−1 = jcji−1 + 1 and by the denition of D,
degD c = 1; degC d 6= 0:
(2) One has
jbiji−1< jcji−1:
So by (56), there exists d 2 D with d  bi and d  c. As above, one concludes that
D  Bi.
It remains to prove (50). For i> 2 these equalities follow from Lemmas 11 and 12.
Let i = 2. Since G1 admits the transfer t and A1 is a link in G1, by Lemma 5, there
exists a partition
B= B1 [ E1 [ E2; E1  A1; E2  A1: (57)
By Lemma 13,
D1  E1; D2  E2: (58)
Next, we deduce that
D  E1; D  E2; (59)
otherwise Gi−2 would admit a transfer of type AsDE1C, A2DB2E2 (Case 1), AsDE1Bs,
or A2DCE2 (Case 2). The latter contradicts Lemma 4.
It follows from (52), (53) and (57){(59) that
G =

(G(D1 [ E2); D1; E2)  (G − D1 − E2) for D1 [ E2 6= ;;
(G − D2 − E1; AnD2; BnE1)  G(D2 [ E1) for D2 [ E1 6= ;:
Since G is indecomposable, we get
D1 = D2 = E1 = E2 = ;:
This proves (50).
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Lemma 15. Let s(G)>2; Gs admit no transfers and Gs−1 = S(p; q)[O(C); i.e. (47)
and (48) hold for G. Then
(i) G = S2(p1; 1;p2; 1; : : : ;pr; 1); r>2;
(ii) s(G) = 2.
Proof. Since Gs admits no transfers, q= 1 and one has
As−1 = As = fag; Bs−1 = Bs [ C; a  Bs; a  C:
Consider the partitions
As−2 = As−1 [ D1 [ D2 [ D; Bs−2 = Bs−1 [ E1 [ E2;
where D1 and D2 (E1 and E2) are the maximal subsets with
D1  Bs−1; D2  Bs−1; E1  a; E2  a:
By Lemma 13, D1  E1 and D2  E2.
Assume that there exist vertices bs; c and d with bs  d and c  d. Since
jbsjs−1> jcjs−1; jbsjs−2> jcjs−2;
there exists d0 2 D with bs  d0 and c  d0 and Gs−2 admits the transfer t = bscdd0.
Set H =Gs−2− a. The graph H is generated by a union of some links in Gs−2 and is
a unigraph by Corollary 12. It admits t as well. Since bs  a and c  a, by Lemmas 4
and 5, the vertices d and d0 belong to the same link in H and, consequently, in Gs−2.
Let D0 be the link in Gs−2 containing d and d0 and
Hs−1 = G(D0 [ Bs−1):
Like H , the graph Hs−1 admits t and Bs−1 is not a link in Hs−1, i.e. (Hs−1; D0; Bs−1)
is not biregular. Hence one can complement the sequence
G0; G1; : : : ; Gs−2; H s−1
to a series
G0; G1; : : : ; Gs−2; H s−1; H s:
Since the initial series (42) is good and Gs does not admit transfers, Hs does not admit
them as well. By Corollary 16, Hs−1 also cannot admit transfers. The contradiction
obtained shows the implication
d  bs ) d  C
is true. Consequently, both d  C and d  Bs are impossible since this contradicts the
denition of D. Now observe that
D  E1 and D  E2;
since otherwise Gs−2 would admit a transfer of type
aDE1C or aDBsE2;
contradicting Lemma 4.
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For s= 2 one has
D1 = E2 = D2 = E1 = ;;
otherwise
Gs−2 = (G(D1 [ E2); D1; E2)  (Gs−2 − D1 − E2)
or
Gs−2 = (Gs−2 − D2 − E1; As−2nD2; Bs−2nE1)  G(D2 [ E1):
But Gs−2 = G and G is indecomposable. So
As−2 = fag [ D; Bs−2 = Bs−1 = Bs [ C: (60)
For s> 2 equalities (60) also hold, they follow from Lemmas 11{12.
We have degC d 6= 0. The sets fag; D; and Bs−2 are links in Gs−2. As
jcjs−1 = jbjs−1 − 1; jbjs−2 = jbjs−1;
then degDc = 1. It follows immediately from above that
Gs−2 = S2(p1; 1;p2; g2; : : : ;pr; qr); r>2:
One easily concludes that
qi = 1; i = 2; : : : ; r:
Indeed, Gs−2 is a multistar obtained from a disjoint union of the stars K1;p1 by adding
all edges of the complete graph on the set of centres of these stars. Here the star K1;p1 is
included in the union just above qi times. We have taken the multistar S2(p1; 1)=K1;p1
as Gs. Obviously, each multistar S2(pi; qi) can be taken as Gs. Since the initial series
(42) is good, this multistar cannot admit transfers, i.e. qi must be equal to 1. (i) is
proved.
(ii) Let s(G)>3. By Lemma 3, D is a link in Gs−2, so r = 2, i.e.
Gs−2 = S2(p1; 1;p2; 1); p1 = jBsj; p2 = jCj:
We have As = fag and D = fdg. Without loss of generality one can assume p1<p2
and, consequently,
jajs−2< jdjs−2:
Set E = Bs−3nBs−2. The degress of vertices a and d in Gs−3 are equal as a; d 2 As−2.
Hence there exists a vertex e with
e  a; e  d: (61)
If s(G)> 3, one has As−3 = As−2 by Lemma 11. So
jejs−3 = 1 = jcjs−3:
But e 62 Bs−2 and c 2 Bs−2. Hence
s(G) = 3: (62)
Put F = AnA1. Observe that the implication f  e ) f  C is true since otherwise
G would admit a transfer of type eCfd forbidden by Lemma 4. Taking into account
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(61) as well, we conclude that deg e6deg c. But the equality is impossible by the
denition of a link, hence deg e< deg c and there exists
f0 2 F; f0  c; f0  e:
The graph G admits the transfer ecaf contradicting Lemma 4. This proves that the
equality (62) is impossible and hence s(G) = 2.
Corollary 17. (i) One has 26s(G)64.
(ii) For s(G) = 2; 3 or 4 the following formulae hold:
G  S2(p1; q1; : : : ;pr; qr); G  S3(p; q1; q2); G  S4(p; q);
respectively.
Proof. By Corollary 16, s(G)>2: If Gs admits no transfers, then by Lemma 15,
s(G) = 2 and
G = S2(p1; 1; : : : ;pr; 1); r>2:
Let Gs admit a transfer. By Corollary 16, we can assume that
Gs = S(p; q); q>2; Gs−1 = Gs [ O(C);
As−1 = As; Bs−1 = Bs [ C; C  As: (63)
Hence for i = s Lemma 14 (Case 1) can be applied, i.e.
Bs−2 = Bs−1; As−2 = As [ D; D  Bs; degD c = 1; degC d 6= 0: (64)
Obviously,
Gs−2 = S2(p1; q1; : : : ;pr; qr) = S2; r>2:
In particular, G = S2 for s(G) = 2.
Let s(G)>3. By Lemma 3, D is a link in Gs−2, so r = 2.
Pass to the graph H =GI . Here the parts will be interchanged, i.e. Ai’s will become
the links of the lower part and Bi’s those of the upper one. For H Formulae (63) and
(64) are valid, so the assumptions of Lemma 14 (i = s− 1) hold. By that lemma,
As−3 = As−2; Bs−3 = Bs−2 [ E; E 6= ;; Bs−2 \ E = ;: (65)
Next, for each vertex e one gets
e  D or e  D: (66)
Indeed, for q2>2 the graph Gs−2 admits a transfer of type DDCC. Since D is a link
in Gs−2, Lemma 5 implies (66). For q2 = 1 the condition (66) is trivial.
Now if p1>p2, we obtain Case (1) of Lemma 14,
E  As; degE d= 1; degD e 6= 0; (67)
and (66) and (67) imply that E  D and jEj= 1.
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For p1<p2 we get Case (2) of Lemma 14, E  As. As
jasjs−3 = jdjs−3 = p1 + 1;
we have jEj = 1. By Lemma 12 (i = s − 3<s), there exists d with d  e and (66)
implies e  D.
Return to G. It has been proved above that in any case Gs−3 can be obtained from
S2(p1; q1;p2; q2) by adding the vertex e to the lower part. Here for p1<p2
e  As; e  D; p2 = p1 + 1;
i.e. Gs−3 = S3(p; q1; q2); G = Gs−3 for s(G) = 3.
Let s(G)>4. Formulae (64){(65) hold for G. If p1>p2, then (67) is true, so
e  As and e  D. The degrees of c and e in Gs−3 must dier by 1, hence
q2 = jDj= jejs−3 = 2:
Therefore, the graph G0=G(D[C) admits a transfer, and replacing Gs by G0 in (42)
yields a good series. Hence one can assume without loss of generality that
p1<p2; e  As; e  D; q1 = jejs−3 = 2> jcjs−3 = 1; p2 = p1 + 1:
Set H = GI . For H we get
e  As; e  D; jcjs−3> jejs−3:
So one can apply Lemma 14 (i = s− 2; Case 1). Hence
Bs−4 = Bs−3; As−4 = As−3 [ F; F 6= ;; F \ As−3 = ;; F  Bs−2; F  e:
For G we get F  Bs−2 and F  e. Since the vertices c and e have equal degress in
Gs−4 and the degrees dier from each other by just 1 in Gs−3, then jF j= 1: Thus
Gs−4 = S4(p; q); G = S4(p; q) for s(G) = 4:
Next, we have
jfjs−4 − jdjs−4 = 2 + (p+ 1)(q− 1)>2:
Hence, according to Lemma 3, s= 4.
Assertion (iii) of Theorem 4 follows from the previous corollary. Theorem 4 is
proved.
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